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It’s time to go BIG!
CA IT MANAGEMENT SYMPOSIUM 2014

It’s time to go BIG
Welcome to the third CA IT Management Symposium
Africa, presented by CA Southern Africa in partnership with
ITWeb. We are delighted that you could join us.
Over the previous two events, we have established the value
of a symposium of this nature, attracting over 1,000
registrations each time. We’ve drilled down into the critical
role of IT, the challenges facing our sector, and ways to
overcome them. Now, our message is to go beyond keeping
the lights on and controlling costs.
This year, we’re saying: Go BIG, IT with IMPACT.
Why? Because, quite simply, IT can play the single biggest
role in driving business forward today. IT isn’t a support
department any longer – it’s at the very heart of the
enterprise. The convergence of trends such as mobile, social
media, cloud and big data are reshaping the landscape. In
future, going big, and maximising the impact of IT, will
mean the difference between business success and failure.
Bold moves and innovation in enterprise IT management is
the key to supporting and driving enterprise forward. This
year, our expert speakers will present a forward-looking view
on infrastructure management, service management,
security and application management, looking at the trends,
strategies and innovative solutions.
Because we recognise that one size does not fit all, we’ve
also split this year’s symposium into six distinct focus areas
to give you an opportunity to deep dive into your unique
challenges. Our tracks focus on mainframe, security,
mobility, DevOps, government and CA World. These key
areas have been identified as top of mind subject areas,
based on input from delegates at our previous events, as
well as customer input. You’re invited to sit in on talks
across the six, or settle in to a single track for an intensive,
day-long overview of the issues and solutions for your field
of interest.

Gary Lawrence, CA Southern Africa

As always – that’s not all! We’ve teamed up with our
partners to present the best new solutions in our expo
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area, where you’ll have the opportunity to get your hands
on tools and technologies to improve your IT
management. Please take the opportunity to network
with me and my colleagues from CA. Challenge us, tell us
about your IT headaches, and ask us what we can do to
support your IT management and help grow your
business.

with us at the Craft Beer Fest.

And when the formal proceedings are over, we invite you
to relax and enjoy an evening of entertainment and beer

Gary Lawrence

AT CA Southern Africa, we’ve come to look forward to this
unique opportunity to network with you – our customers
and industry peers. We hope you will enjoy the occasion
as much as we do.

CA Southern Africa Managing Director

INTERVIEW
Gary Lawrence
CA Southern Africa

GARY AND MARCO
INTERVIEW
CA Southern Africa
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Plenary session
Registration and refreshments

Welcome and opening address
Gary Lawrence, MD, CA Southern Africa

International keynote: Taking charge of the digital revolution
Shridhar Mittal, general manager of Application Delivery at CA Technologies
Tea and Expo
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CA IT MANAGEMENT SYMPOSIUM AFRICA HIGHLIGHTS

Tackling the BIG issues
What are the biggest trends and challenges in IT
management today? It all depends on who you ask. At CA
Technologies and CA Southern Africa, our research and talks
with hundreds of customers have identified a number of key
issues right now.
There’s the ongoing challenge of doing more with less; the
new challenge of enabling an open enterprise while securing
data in an ever-expanding environment. There’s the need for
constantly improving service delivery, greater innovation to
drive strategic business growth and the overriding need to
reduce complexity but enhance productivity and efficiencies.
Don’t miss the expo area for hands on access to solutions
designed to support your work.

6 BIG TRACKS
+ Security:

Discover why identity is the
new perimeter, and new
security measures to mitigate
enterprise risk.

+ Mainframe:

Discover how the mainframe
is breaking barriers to drive
business results.

+ DevOps:

Bring high quality
applications to market faster,
better and at a lower cost.

+ Mobility:

Empower the mobile
enterprise and improve
customer engagement, while
overcoming the challenges of
security and management.

+ Government:

ca.com/
za/SNA
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Support improved public
sector service delivery, with
greater security and control in
IT management.

+ CA World:

Get the latest updates on the
trends seen at CA World.

GO BIG on Security

Go BIG
big on
onSecurity
security
GO
Protecting and enabling the open enterprise has to become
the new security mantra as today’s business environment
demands new approaches to security. Discover what the
open enterprise demands of IT security, the BYOD pain of
the Generation Z revolution, real world approaches to
implementing an ISMS, strategies for identity and access
management and more.

Don’t miss: Embracing identity as the new
perimeter
This keynote by Paul Ferron (CISSP), director: security
solutions EMEA, CA Technologies and Hila Meller, CA
Technologies, explores securely extending services in a
world of cloud and mobile and enabling the ubiquitous flow
of data.

Paul Ferron, (CISSP), director: security
solutions EMEA, CA Technologies
Hila Meller, head of security strategy
EMEA, CA Technologies
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Track 1 - GO BIG on Security
Keynote: Embracing “Identity as the new perimeter” - strategic
security guide for the CIO
Paul Ferron, (CISSP), director: security solutions EMEA, CA Technologies
Hila Meller, head of security strategy EMEA, CA Technologies

Implementing an ISMS in the real world
Andrew Meyer, principal security consultant, Nclose
Lunch and Expo

What is the BYOD pain and bloodshed of the generation Z revolution a security perspective
Chris Rae, VP: mobility solutions, CA Technologies

Harness the Power of APIs and Accelerate the Secure Delivery of
Mobile Apps
Darren Horne, managing director Europe, Layer 7 Technologies
Tea and Expo

Insider threats: we all know it’s happening, but how do we
approach it?
Hila Meller, head of security strategy EMEA, CA Technologies

Identity and access governance is not a project, it’s a way of life
Eren Ramdhani, solutions strategist: security, CA Southern Africa
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GO BIG on Mainframe

Go BIG
big on
onMainframe
mainframe
GO

Michael Zinda, senior VP: mainframe solution center, CA Technologies
Getting more out of the mainframe is the focus in this track,
which includes a Chorus deep dive, in-depth presentations
on proactive vs reactive mainframe tuning, tuning legacy
applications, practical performance management guides
and a look at Nastel AutoPilot.

Don’t miss: More mainframe, more results
Michael Zinda, senior VP: Mainframe Solution Center at CA
Technologies, opens with his keynote on how the
mainframe is breaking barriers to drive business results.
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Track 2 - GO BIG on Mainframe
Keynote: More mainframe, more results
Michael Zinda, senior VP: mainframe solution center, CA Technologies

Deep dive into the real benefits of Chorus for real mainframers –
Chorus Deep Dive for Infrastructure (Part 1 & 2)
Maddalena Tosoni, senior engineering services architect, CA Technologies MSC

Introduction to Performance Management - What performance?
Tom Juhl, principal software architect, Worldwide Mainframe Solutions Unit, CA Technologies
Lunch and Expo

Core performance management - trends and challenges
Tom Juhl, principal software architect, Worldwide Mainframe Solutions Unit, CA Technologies

Understanding the end user perspective - Cross Enterprise
Application performance
Tom Juhl, principal software architect, Worldwide Mainframe Solutions Unit, CA Technologies
Tea and Expo

Monitoring the fastest growing stack - Middleware
Tom Juhl, principal software architect, Worldwide Mainframe Solutions Unit, CA Technologies

Tuning mainframe legacy applications
Tom Juhl, principal software architect, Worldwide Mainframe Solutions Unit, CA Technologies
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GO BIG on DevOps

Go BIG
big on
onDevOps
devops
GO
Find out why a DevOps model is delivering up to 23%
improvement in earnings, time to market and
competitiveness. See how to fast track deployments from
months to days using Release Automation, get a deeper
understanding of Agile as a methodology and discover a
piecemeal approach to continuous delivery.

Don’t miss: DevOps 101 – all the basics
Burt Klein, technology executive, CA Technologies lay down
the trends, and the strategies around DevOps.

Burt Klein, technology executive,
CA Technologies

ca.com/
za/SNA
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Track 3 - GO BIG on DevOps
Keynote: DevOps 101 – all the basics
Burt Klein, technology executive, CA Technologies

Service virtualisation – deliver better, faster and cheaper applications
Jaco Greyling, pre-sales manager for service assurance and application delivery, CA Southern
Africa

Release Automation – moving deployments from weeks or
months to days
Chris Rowett, technical sales director for service virtualisation, CA Technologies EMEA
Lunch and Expo

Making the business case for service virtualisation
Shridhara Bhat, Director Projects: Heading the Technology CoE for Europe, Cognizant Technology
Solutions

7 Secrets of DevOps
Chris Rowett, technical sales director for service virtualisation, CA Technologies EMEA
Tea and Expo

Panel discussion: Burt Klein, Shridhara Bhat facilitated by Chris
Rowett
Chris Rowett, technical sales director for service virtualisation, CA Technologies EMEA
Burt Klein, technology executive, CA Technologies
Shridhara Bhat, Director Projects: Heading the Technology CoE for Europe, Cognizant Technology
Solutions
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GO BIG on Mobility

Go BIG
big on
onMobility
mobility
GO
Mobility management, big data analytics in the palm of
your hand, balancing mobile engagement and risk
mitigation, and harnessing the true value of APIs to deliver
innovative mobile apps feature in this in-depth track for
management and IT professionals.

Don’t miss: CA Technologies’ mobility vision
At CA Technologies, enterprise management is in our DNA.
Join Chris Rae, where he will discuss the reasons we are the
natural choice for mobility management.

ca.com/
za/SNA

Chris Rae, VP: mobility solutions,
CA Technologies
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Track 4 - GO BIG on Mobility
Keynote: CA Technologies’ mobility vision
Chris Rae, VP: mobility solutions, CA Technologies

Mobile content management (MCM): for your eyes only – managing
critical content across the enterprise
Gareth James, solutions strategist: mobility and cloud, CA Southern Africa

Harness the power of APIs and accelerate the secure delivery
of mobile apps
Darren Horne, managing director Europe, Layer 7 Technologies
Lunch and Expo

Executive Insight: how to put the power of big data and IT analytics
into the palm of your hand
Carl Lloyd, business lead, service assurance, CA Technologies

Mobile security strategy and roadmap: balancing mobile engagement
with risk mitigation
Eren Ramdhani, solutions strategist: security, CA Southern Africa
Tea and Expo

The future of the secure mobile e-mail with CA Mobile Email
Management (CA MEM). The way forward in a post Blackberry world
Gareth James, solutions strategist: mobility and cloud, CA Southern Africa
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GO BIG on Government

Go BIG
big on
onGovernment
government
GO

Ugan Naidoo, CA Southern Africa
Discover how to support improved public sector service
delivery, with greater security and control in IT
management. This new track developed specifically for the
public sector focuses on key areas such as, challenges in
service delivery in the public sector and managing
government assets as the AG expects.

Don’t miss: Securing citizen information in
the public sector
Ugan Naidoo, CA Southern Africa looks at access to
information and how Government can better manage
compliance, risk, organisational challenges, and get the
basics right in identity management.
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Track 5 - GO BIG on Government
Keynote: The role of SITA in using ICT to assist departments to meet
the Government imperatives of today
Freeman Nomvalo, CEO, SITA

Securing Citizen Information in the Public Sector
Ugan Naidoo, MD security, CA Southern Africa

Effecting Government Service Delivery Expectations: A Management
Perspective
Dayalan Padayachy, strategic accounts executive, EOH
Lunch and Expo

Managing Service levels in Government Departments
Patrick Price, principal consultant, CA Southern Africa

Continuous Governance and Enterpriser Asset Management
Neil Cormack, director: new business, Softworx

Managing and Securing a Mobile Platform for Government
Chris Rae, VP: mobility solutions, CA Technologies
Tea and Expo

Managing the IT Assets in Government
Patrick Price, principal consultant, CA Southern Africa
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GO BIG on CA World

Go BIG
big on
onCA
caWorld
world
GO

Bjarne Rasmussen, head of pre-sales, CTO & SVP, EMEA
This track delivers the best of the insights from the
international CA World event. Discover service assurance
solutions for exceptional customer experience, cost
transparency and business agility solutions and how to
simplify data protection in a virtual server environment,
among others.

Don’t miss: IT monitoring strategies for the
future
Bjarne Rasmussen, head of pre-sales, CTO & SVP, EMEA
assesses the changing role of the CIO and IT department,
changing models for IT consumption and the impacts on
governance, risk and compliance.
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Track 6 - GO BIG on CA World
Keynote: IT monitoring strategies for the future, encompassing CA’s
next generation products, with Social media look and feel
Bjarne Rasmussen, head of pre-sales, CTO & SVP, EMEA

Deliver exceptional customer experience with service assurance
solutions from CA Technologies
Carl Lloyd, business lead, service assurance, CA Technologies

Closing the gap between the promise of IT and what IT actually
delivers
Peter Lindsay, virtualisation & service automation business unit manager, CA Southern Africa
Lunch and Expo

IT Business Management: Deliver Business Agility
Bjarne Rasmussen, head of pre-sales, CTO & SVP, EMEA

Gaining client trust through cost transparency
Martin de Lange, IT service management architect, RMB
Tea and Expo

Simplifying data protection In a virtual server environment
Andy Podrenek, channel: Southern Africa and Africa, CA Southern Africa
Driaan Odendaal, presales technical consultant: CA ARCserve, CA Southern Africa

Application behavioural analytics
Jaco Greyling, pre-sales manager for service assurance and application delivery, CA Southern
Africa
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Identity as the new perimeter
EDITORIAL COVERAGE

Identity as the new perimeter

http://www.itweb.co.za/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=71108:Identityas-the-new-perimeter&catid=234

By Jon Tullett, Editor: News analysis
Johannesburg, 24 Feb 2014
Identity management should replace perimeter defence as
the primary security layer, driven by the new era of cloud
service and mobility.
CA's top security execs told delegates at the CA IT
Management Symposium Africa last week that an outside-in
approach to security is the only way to remain relevant as IT
operations continue to evolve. And by doing so, security
managers can work themselves back into the good graces of
their users, and make security an integral part of business
processes.
"Companies are starting to embrace the idea of an open
enterprise," says Paul Ferron, director of security solutions
EMEA, CA Technologies. "The changes that are now
happening are driven by a perfect storm, what Gartner calls
a 'nexus of forces': social, mobile, big data, and cloud. Those
things are really changing how businesses behave and how
people are interacting with IT. And before, IT could get away
with preventing it, blocking access, saying 'it's not possible'.
But today that's just not a valid answer any more. People
know it's possible."

Unmanaged cloud
So many enterprises find themselves with "shadow IT",
Ferron says, with users buying IT services from the cloud,
exposing data and business processes to risk and
unnecessary expense.
But the security manager must embrace this new paradigm,
not try to stamp it out, contends Hila Meller, head of security
strategy EMEA for CA.
"One of the biggest changes is in how security personnel
position themselves," says Meller. "A security manager can
become much more interactive in how they work with the

organisation. They can start speaking the business language,
and become more proactive in the way they engage security
with business projects, rather than the traditional reactive,
negative approach."
The transition is vital for security managers and CIOs to
remain on top of the cloud-driven IT revolution, but does
require heavy lifting. Evolving an entire security operation
from a proscriptive to an enabling model requires extensive
rethinking of processes, resources and policies.
Ferron describes a banking customer, which – faced with
growing complexity of products with a tangle of customer
data – embarked on an extensive programme to create a
single central identity management platform, which feeds
the various lines of business. Doing so streamlined the
operation and allowed new products to be delivered with
minimum effort.

Identity-driven IT
In most organisations, once identities are reconciled and
managed across internal services and external cloud
providers, provisioning (and deprovisioning) users and
services can be achieved faster, more consistently, and at
lower cost, Ferron says.
CA has positioned several of its products to deliver identitycentric security, in public, hybrid and private cloud
deployments.
The CloudMinder suite provides identity management,
single sign-on and advanced authentication, with support
for industry-standard connectors like OAuth, OpenID, and
WS-Security, integration with existing identity providers
including Microsoft and Google, and APIs for third-party
extensions.
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Beyond BYOD
EDITORIAL COVERAGE

Beyond BYOD

http://www.itweb.co.za/index.php?option=com_cont
ent&view=article&id=71067:Beyond-BYOD&catid=69

By Nicola Mawson, ITWeb deputy news editor
Johannesburg, 21 Feb 2014

As the world recovers from the challenges posed by the
bring-your-own-device (BYOD) era, the shift now is
towards creating a mobile workforce that can function
effectively outside of the firewall.
Chris Rae, VP of mobility solutions at CA, says companies
will have to create a mobile enterprise or be left behind
as the so-called Generation Z will not want to work for
companies that do not take the plunge.
Enterprises will also lose out on opportunities and stifle
production, says Rae. He adds companies have limited
futures if they do not embrace mobility now.

Chris Rae, VP: mobility solutions, CA Technologies

Rae was speaking on the side lines of the CA IT
Management Symposium Africa, held in Johannesburg
yesterday. He says control and lockdown, and find and
wipe solutions are an old story, as companies now need
to shift to enabling workers to be mobile outside the
firewall.
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Benefits understood
A recent CA Southern Africa survey found South African
organisations need to focus on developing mobility
strategies that are more attuned to their business goals.
Commissioned by CA Technologies, the survey
interviewed 50 senior South African IT decision-makers
during December 2013.
"The survey shows clearly that South African
organisations are very much awake to the potential of
mobility, with 54% saying they already have a strategy
in place and 30% stating they plan to have a single,
companywide mobility strategy in place within the year,"
says Andrea Lodolo, CTO of CA Southern Africa. "Money is
definitely being spent on mobility, but what's concerning
is the way it's being done."
Lodolo believes the issue is that mobility projects are
being implemented tactically, without a coherent
enterprise mobility strategy. According to the survey,
more than three-quarters of organisations are already
spending more than 10% of their IT budgets on mobility
projects.
Gareth James, CA Southern Africa solution strategist,
cloud and mobility, says: "Mobility is increasingly a vital
business enabler so organisations need to ensure they
have a consistent and effective strategy in place."

Opportunity beckons
SA's thinking and understanding around enterprise
mobility is surprising when compared to the rest of the
world, says Rae. He says the country will reap more
benefits than others when the shift happens, because it
will be able to leapfrog to next-generation IT.
However, globally substantial projects around enterprise
mobility have yet to get off the ground. "Nobody wants
to be bleeding-edge in any new discipline."
Most of the challenges around enterprise mobility have
already been solved, says Rae, although companies need
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to take an app-centric approach. Businesses will suffer if
they do not take the plunge. "There really isn't any
choice now. The revolution is overwhelming."
Rae says BYOD is not a threat, but rather a business
enabler and is now an unstoppable force that is
"yesterday's story". He says external devices are easy
to handle through mobile device management
software.
Enterprises need to allow staff members to access the
back office remotely and not just provide them with
address books, e-mails and calendars, notes Rae. This
must be done in a secure way and requires an
organisation to transform.
In his presentation, Rae noted 52% of all workers use
three or more devices at work, and a quarter of these
devices create unique security risks. Some 40% of IT
executives allow users to access corporate information on
their own phones, while 70% of employees are already
doing this.

Right partner
Rae says mobility allows workforces to function, but this
can present a challenge as significant back office
processes cannot be installed on a phone. He notes there
are small applets that do one or two back office aspects
that can be used.
The big challenge, says Rae, is finding the right
partner so that processes can be atomised to smaller
applets.
Other issues companies need to think about include
which people have access to corporate information
remotely, and under what circumstances, says Rae. Rules
for what can be done with the information accessed
remotely also need to be set up, he adds.
Rae says companies need to focus on managing
applications. If this is done, the need to manage the
device becomes less important as unauthorised people
will not be able to access sensitive data.

EDITORIAL COVERAGE

The seven secrets of DevOps

The seven secrets of DevOps

http://www.itweb.co.za/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=71066:Th
e-seven-secrets-of-DevOps&catid=107

By Admire Moyo, ITWeb's portals editor
Johannesburg, 21 Feb 2014

During the CA IT Management Symposium 2014 at Vodacom
World in Midrand yesterday, Chris Rowett, technical sales
director for service virtualisation, EMEA, at CA Technologies,
outlined what he believes are the seven secrets of DevOps.
According to Rowett, DevOps is a methodology that combines
separate and sequential processes of application
development and operations into continuous and
collaborative processes.
To discover the secrets behind the use of DevOps, he said,
research firm Vanson Bourne surveyed 1 300 senior IT
decision makers at enterprise organisations across 21
different countries in the Americas, Europe, Asia and Australia.

Secret 1

Chris Rowett, Technical sales director for service
virtualisation, CA Technologies EMEA

Most companies are already doing DevOps, or will be doing so
soon, said Rowett. He noted that 66% of the survey
respondents revealed that they either have a DevOps strategy
or are planning to implement it.
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Some 39% of the organisations have already adopted
DevOps, while 27% plan to adopt, he noted, adding that 18%
plan to adopt, and 16% do not know what it is.

Secret 2
Customer issues is what's driving the need for DevOps, said
Rowett.
From the survey, he said, 41% of the respondents adopted
DevOps because of the need for simultaneous deployment
across different platforms while the other 41% pointed to
pressures from business to release apps more quickly to meet
customer demand.
On the other hand, Rowett added, 39% indicated that they
have adopted DevOps mainly because of the need to improve
the end customer experience, while 35% noted that they
want to increase the use of mobile devices.

Secret 3
Organisations are not adopting DevOps primarily to save
money, said Rowett.
Only 16% of the respondents indicated that reducing IT cost
was a key driver for their need for DevOps and most
businesses use external metrics to judge success with
DevOps, he noted.
On the success of DevOps, he also pointed out that 49%
consider external factors like increasing revenue, faster timeto-market, improved competitive positioning and enhanced
customer experience.
Meanwhile, 38% factored in internal factors like lower costs,
fewer bugs, improved efficiencies, better ROI and improved
collaboration. Some 13% have not yet decided.

Secret 4
The biggest obstacles to DevOps are people and processes,
Rowett revealed.
Some 35% of the respondents pointed out that the top
obstacles to implementing DevOps are organisational
complexities like people, departments and interdependencies.
The other 28% cited roles and responsibilities across
developers and operations being not aligned.
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Secret 5
When it comes to the implementation of DevOps, business
skills trump technical skills, according to Rowett.
The respondents revealed that the top three skills needed for
DevOps include knowledge of business, priorities, strategies,
or metrics (47%); knowledge of current business processes
(42%); and communication skills (32%).

Secret 6
According to Rowett, IT automation is the most important
component of DeveOps.

Secret 7
DevOps benefits are real and quantifiable, he noted, adding
that 23% of the respondents increased collaboration between
departments after deploying DevOps, 22% witnessed improved
quality of their deployed applications, and another 22% saw
increased numbers of customers using their software/services.

Action plan
For the DevOps action plan, Rowett urged organisations to
designate an executive-level DevOps evangelist.
"Organisational complexity is a key obstacle to success with
DevOps, and it demands executive leadership," he said.
"Also appoint DevOps-focused team members from each
required domain who understand the concepts around DevOps,
but also the practical applications of processes and technologies
to make it a success. Make a must-have skills list, assess existing
resources, and consider additional training programmes."
He also urged organisations to streamline processes to
incorporate input across development, QA/test and operations
and budget for talent and technology, particularly in the areas
of application delivery, service virtualisation, IT automation
and release management.
"Identify the trouble-maker applications – start with an
application that has been causing problems across production
and creating headaches for developers trying to work out the
code defects," he concluded.

Mainframes turn agents of
EDITORIAL COVERAGE

Mainframes turn agents of change
http://www.itweb.co.za/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=71065:Mainfra
mes-turn-agents-of-change&catid=86

By Admire Moyo, ITWeb's portals editor
Johannesburg, 21 Feb 2014
It's an age of innovation - driven by numerous technology
trends including cloud computing, big data and mobility and the mainframe is being viewed as an agent of change
in this increasingly complex and agile technology world.
So said Michael Zinda, senior VP for CA Technologies'
mainframe solutions centre, yesterday, speaking during the
CA IT Management Symposium 2014 at Vodacom World in
Midrand.
In his presentation titled, "Evolving role of the mainframe
in the dynamic data centre of the future", Zinda noted that
the mainframe will be here in 2023 and beyond, but will it
be a part of the dynamic data centre.
He said contrary to the prophesy of doom which started in
the 1990s that the mainframe would die, the platform is
still very relevant in today's enterprise, as the majority of
them are still running at least 50% of their critical
applications on mainframes.
Zinda also pointed out that mainframes are still relevant,
as a recent survey discovered that 80% of IT executives
say consumerisation is increasing IT workloads; and 58%
of organisations view the mainframe as critical to their
cloud strategy; while 44% of organisations are currently or
have plans to enable mobile management of the
mainframe.
He also pointed out that though high smartphone
penetration is still only in the developed world, it will be
exploding in the emerging world very soon; and 80% of IT
decision-makers globally confirm the mainframe as a
highly strategic part of their IT plans.
According to Zinda, consumerisation of IT is driving
unprecedented change in the data centre environment,
making the mainframe even more desirable.

"Consumerisation and SaaS have effectively increased IT
complexity and cost," he noted.
"Some 20% of lines of business have a dedicated IT staff;
SaaS revenue will reach $40.5 billion by 2014; and 35% of
total IT spend will occur outside IT by 2015," he revealed.
He pointed to open source, social networking, mobile
computing, miniaturisation and wearable computing as
the main drivers of this change.
"Open source makes cheap and rapid development
possible," Zinda said. "Social networking has defined new
operational paradigms resulting in new routes to market
and tonnes of data to be mined. Mobile has consumerised
compute power and changed expectations of app
functionality - transactions that were unthinkable before
are commonplace now. Miniaturisation makes disposable
technology possible, fuelling ever more rapid change.
Wearable computing alters the human-computer interface.
"These trends build on, and feed on, each other. Previously,
organisations used to have five-year plans for their IT
departments but now that is impossible thanks to the rate
of change that the industry is going through," he explained.
Zinda also noted that by the end of 2014, each knowledge
worker will have 3.3 connected devices of which there will
be at least 41 apps per device. By 2020, he continued,
there will be 20 billion connected "things".
"In the next few years, the number of connected devices
will exceed the world population. Big data is alive and well,
getting insight into consumers and behaviours," he said.
He also noted that the rapid decline in the cost of
computing is making big data and analytics accessible to
many more customers.
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Service virtualisation crucial for app delivery
EDITORIAL COVERAGE

http://www.itweb.co.za/index.
Service
virtualisation crucial
php?option=com_content&vi
for
app delivery
By Lebo Mashiloane
Johannesburg, 21 Feb 2014
Being able to significantly reduce application delivery
time-to-market without incurring huge costs is critical
for developers in the IT space.
This is according to Jaco Greyling, pre-sales manager for
service assurance and application delivery at CA Southern
Africa, who was speaking during the CA IT Management
Symposium 2014 in Midrand yesterday.
Greyling noted that service virtualisation – a method to
emulate the behaviour of specific components in
heterogeneous component-based applications such as
application programming interface-driven applications,
cloud-based applications and service-oriented architectures
– is essential if organisations are to achieve continuous
delivery of applications without constraints that cause ‘idle
time'.
"Quality and performance are critical, therefore, in the
software engineering process, how do we accelerate
application time-to-market, increase ‘touch time', and
reduce ‘idle time?'" Greyling asked.
He explained that, essentially, what this process does is
enable the software development process to simulate
the behaviour of development and testing systems;
record traffic between existing systems; create
engineering specifications from sources such as log
files, sample data, packet capture and pathfinder;
evaluate data; create a consistent interface across
supported protocols; and "make it easy" for
developers.

"In the banking sector, for example, turnaround time for
effective testing of the most important functionalities
in apps – user logins, transactions – is critical as it's
such a competitive market and these institutions are
always looking to be ahead of competitors," Greyling
said.
He, however, noted that there are challenges, citing
constraints of dependent systems needed to move
the software delivery life cycle (SDLC) forward; the
increasing complexity of today's heterogeneous
enterprise IT architectures; lack of collaboration
which creates scheduling conflicts and buffers
from development through operations; and the need
for complete visibility into what happens in
production.
"Developers can overcome this by deploying the ‘4Cs of
DevOps, namely constraints-free development,
collaborative data mining, continuous application
delivery and complete monitoring. These will aid in
25-50% reduction in SDLC timeline, Lower infrastructure
cost, reduction of deployments from weeks to minutes,
automation of errors or outages and scaling of capacity
faster," added Greyling
"Developers should get to a place where they have
everything they need, when they need it, to minimise
the gap between the innovation and delivery process"
concluded Greyling.
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It has increasingly become clear that the delivery of IT
solutions has become a key business driver, and
enterprises that fail to grasp this, face the danger of
lagging behind.
This is a view expressed by Peter Lindsay, CA
Technologies' business services manager. Speaking at the
CA IT Management Symposium 2014 in Midrand
yesterday, Lindsay emphasised that IT management
solutions fail due to enterprises building them without a
plan, unrealistic expectations, scepticism, poor
requirements, poor governance and control.
"Would you build a house without a set of blueprints? So
why is it that so many companies embark on an IT
service management programme without a detailed
plan?" asked Lindsay, adding that a good IT service
management plan should address issues such as
awareness; organisational change; process development;
tool selection and implementation; employee training;
and, most importantly, ongoing process governance," he
said.
The initial phase, Lindsay explained, should be the
framework and plan, assessing the current situation,
determining where you want to be, a gap analysis,
creating a plan, and creating a strategic plan which
aligns to the enterprise's vision and proven framework, as
well as developing a business case on the return on
investment or governance requirement.
Peter pointed out that once these have been outlined,
solution architecture and design, plus high level test

and integration plans should be put in place.
"Design your organisation based on functions and roles;
include mentorship/expert assistance to grow; and
guide your administrative and operational staff. Also
dedicate resources to the IT business management
solutions and separate production from project
activities," said Lindsay.
He added that organisations should also conduct initial
discovery to verify that applications are appropriately
installed, configured, and operational.
"For an enterprise to achieve its set goals, it should run,
manage and maintain an application environment;
provide architectural guidance; define deployment
roadmap; validate existing architecture; and assist in
identifying and resolving issues, as well as provide
knowledge transfer platforms."
He emphasised that a vendor-supplied information
technology infrastructure library – a set of practices for
IT service management that focuses on aligning IT
services with the needs of business and IT management
systems – should be considered where possible.
"These processes will help organisations to identify
constraints that might be placed on the solution design,
whether turnaround time or delivery challenges,"
Lindsay explained.
He concluded that the more detailed the plan, the
easier it will be to justify the effort involved.
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The Protection of Personal Information (POPI) Act will not
spare government departments; and they must ensure that
citizen information is secure.
That was the word from Ugan Naidoo, MD for security at CA
Southern Africa, speaking during the CA IT Management
Symposium at Vodaworld yesterday.
The POPI Act was signed into law by president Jacob Zuma in
November last year, but a commencement date is yet to be
announced. First mooted back in 2005, POPI is SA's first
consolidated piece of legislation detailing how companies
must deal with people's – and entities' – information. It brings
the country in line with international laws on privacy.
Naidoo pointed out that government – as the biggest service
provider and employer – needs to ensure security in regards
to the processing and handling of personal information.
"Citizen information, in most instances, is personal
information," said Naidoo. "The maximum penalty for
contravening the POPI Act is a R10 million fine or 10 years in
prison; and government is not exempt from this."
Thus, he noted, protecting citizen information is an
imperative, more now than ever before.
"Government's responsibility is to ensure that citizen
information is not inappropriately accessed, copied and
disseminated between government departments and external
organisations," he stressed.
According to Naidoo, the key issues in government affecting
citizen information include securely managing BYOD and

teleworking; reducing costs by improving delivery of
government apps/services; embracing new routes to
government information through APIs; engaging citizens
more fully across Web and mobile; as well as securely
consume and provide services from the cloud.
To ensure that citizens' personal information is secure, Naidoo
suggested that government must restrict access to citizen
information to certain roles within the organisation.
Government must also attest and certify these access levels
on a periodic basis, resulting in better monitoring what users
are doing, he added.
It is also critical to manage orphaned accounts, as these can be
targeted and used to access information, said Naidoo, adding that
it is also essential to terminate user access once the user has left.
Describing the technology building blocks for protecting
citizen information, Naidoo also pointed out that government
must also secure citizen login and critical internal systems
using strong authentication. A single strong authentication
into the environment, instead of multiple weak entry points
into government networks is also vital, he noted.
Government must also manage what users can do with the
information they access across desktops to tablets and
smartphones, he urged.
He is of the view that government must move away from the
"security of no" stance, whereby it controls users, thereby
limiting the effectiveness of government operations. Security
must control access and enable workforce productivity by
knowing users, patterns, and needs, he noted.
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What happens to an organisation caught between
generations? This is a question posed by Chris Rae, VP for
mobility solutions at CA Technologies.
Speaking at the CA IT Management Symposium 2014 in Midrand
yesterday, Rae pointed out that Generation Z, the young intakes
who are about to enter the work place, come in with a certain
attitude and behaviour that alters daily, compared to their older
counterparts that primarily occupy managerial positions and
whose consumption of technology is more measured.
"Generation Z are simultaneously on Skype, Facebook, texting,
having countless interactions in real-time, all at once, with
friends amounting to thousands. Their minds are wired that
way and organisations expect these behavioural patterns to
change," explained Rae.
He noted that these young intakes can't be expected to treat
technology the same way that the baby boomers generation
of Bill Gates and Microsoft, or the 90's which gave birth to
Larry Page and Brin Sergey's Google, when the only security
concerns was the virus.

have a generation of idiots", he pointed out that by some
organisations' measure, Generation Z are a generation of
idiots because they are faced with a challenge on social
human interactions.
Yet companies have to absorb how this generation consumes
technology or face losing talent that would have, otherwise,
revolutionised their organisations, Ray pointed out.
"Let's look at mobility, the primary communication tool for
Generation Z. The flood gates in this area of technology
adoption have opened. A 2012 Forrester report states that
information workers using mobile and personal devices for
work will transform personal technology markets" stated Rae.
According to Rae, the question for organisations should be –
how do young recruits see the workplace? He added that for
Generation Z, it's all about the apps and social networks.
"Therefore, organisations should find ways of streamlining
these into their business processes as they are areas where
this generation is at its most productive," he said.

"As a result, we are experiencing a worldwide problem of
Generation Z unemployment, not because they don't have the
intellectual capabilities to revolutionise business processes,
but enterprises at times don't know how to deal with them,"
Rae noted.

"Managing the device is trivial and uninteresting;
transforming the workforce to an enterprise mobile workforce
is interesting. So mobility is a transformation programme, and
it's a lot more than the technology implemented to manage
devices; it's a business transformation" added Rae.

He highlighted how every aspect of life, whether out on a date
or visiting a museum, is characterised by the constant preoccupation with their smartphones.

Rae concluded that there has to be an understanding that an
enterprise can put in place corporate data security systems,
an agreement that if the device is used for corporation
management systems, then the corporation will have access
to it, in the same token, the corporate agrees to leave alone
the personal data.

Borrowing from Albert Einstein's quote: "I fear the day
technology will surpass our human interaction, the world will
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Managing this connectivity and ensuring stability and security
will put pressure on the IT department," he noted.
However, he said, CA research had found that only 62% of
companies have a formal mobile strategy. "That is scary," said
Mittal. "The number of devices and applications accessing
backend systems is growing exponentially, but just one bad app
can land you on the front page of the newspapers – and not in
a good way."
In the race to embrace IT and deliver innovation, DevOps is
delivering spectacular results to early adopters, said Mittal. "You
can't keep innovations waiting for a year anymore.
Mobility, the Internet of Things, and the API economy are
putting new pressure on IT, delegates heard at the opening of
the CA IT Management Symposium Africa, in Midrand, this
morning.
CA's symposium, attracting over 1 000 delegates this year, is
focused on delivering ‘IT with Impact', as enterprises
increasingly depend on their IT systems to gain a competitive
advantage.
Shridhar Mittal, GM of the CA Application Delivery Business
Unit, noted: "There is major transformation happening.
Companies that move fast and adapt to the change will be the
winners in this revolution."
Mittal highlighted the rapid growth in the number of mobile
users and connected devices. "Now, there are around 3.3
devices per knowledge worker. Each of them is loaded with
numerous apps. In the Internet of Things era, humans, animals
and a multitude of new devices will also be connected.

"Companies adopting an effective DevOps strategy are
dramatically reducing their time to market, improving quality
and lowering costs."
Speaking on the sidelines of the event, Gary Lawrence, MD of
CA Southern Africa, said while DevOps, mobility and security
were key topics on the CIO agenda now, IT management had to
be approached in a comprehensive manner to keep up with
change. "We see it as a supply chain of IT – all elements are
important and the whole platform needs to be effective. Those
who do it well will win market share."
Marco Comastri, CA Technologies president and GM for Europe,
Middle East and Africa, added: "It has to be seen in its entirety.
This is why CA delivers the breadth of solutions that it does.
DevOps may be the most fashionable topic, and security is
certainly crucial as the Internet of Things creates massive
exposure, but all delivering IT with a focus on security, quality
and continuity encompasses all elements of IT management."
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CA Southern Africa has revealed the results of a mobility
research survey that shows South African organisations
need to focus on developing mobility strategies that are
more attuned to their business goals.
Commissioned by CA Technologies, the survey
interviewed 50 senior South African IT decision-makers
during December 2013. Full details of the findings will be
unveiled at the CA IT Management Symposium on 20
February, in Johannesburg.
"The survey shows clearly that South African
organisations are very much awake to the potential of
mobility, with 54% saying they already have a strategy in
place and 30% stating they plan to have a single,
company-wide mobility strategy in place within the year,"
observes Andrea Lodolo, CTO of CA Southern Africa.
"Money is definitely being spent on mobility, but what's
concerning is the way it's being done."
Lodolo believes the issue is that mobility projects are
being implemented tactically without a coherent
enterprise mobility strategy. "We need to take a more
strategic approach to mobility as a whole," he continues.
"IT needs to take the lead as mobility literally places
productivity in the hands of the employee. If we don't
adopt a top down approach, we risk missing the potential
synergies and ultimately diminishing the role of the CIO."

According to the survey, more than three-quarters of
organiations are already spending more than 10% of
their IT budgets on mobility projects. Gareth James, CA
Southern Africa, solution strategist, cloud and mobility,
says this amount is set to rise over the next three years.
"It is interesting to note that 88% of respondents
surveyed stated that over a tenth of their spending on
mobility projects comes from outside of the IT
department," says James.
James notes the need for rapid and continuous
application development – in order to keep pace with
customer demand – is an added challenge. "Overseeing
the application programming interface (API) will be
vital to the attainment of a consistent and seamless
customer experience across all applications, as well as
data security," James emphasises.
"Mobility is increasingly a vital business enabler so
organisations need to ensure they have a consistent and
effective strategy in place," James concludes.
The mobility track at the IT Management Symposium
on 20 February at Vodacom World, Johannesburg, will
provide the opportunity to dig deeper into the insights
afforded by this research, and a wealth of material from
international subject matter experts.
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In the keynote welcome address to delegates attending
the 2014 CA IT Management Symposium, Gary
Lawrence, MD CA Southern Africa, will unveil the CA
Mainframe Academy – an initiative aimed at
establishing SA as a centre of excellence for mainframe
skills.
The CA Mainframe Academy will offer ICT graduates the
opportunity to gain certification – and enhanced job
opportunities – in a sector of the industry with rapidly
escalating skills shortages.
"Mainframe usage over the past decade has continued
to grow around the world and in South Africa, because
of the reliability and secure operating environment of
this technology," notes Lawrence. "However, the
availability of skilled mainframe technicians has not
grown in tandem with the market expansion and a high
percentage of the current technical skills base is close
to retirement. It is estimated that a staggering 60% of
the current mainframe workforce will be lost in the
medium term."
Lawrence says the CA Mainframe Academy is designed
to grow South African mainframe skills and to provide
new graduates – with a significant ICT component in
their degrees – with privileged entry into an area where
such skills are much sought after.

"This initiative is aimed at addressing what is currently
a serious shortage of skills and turning it into an
opportunity for SA's young graduates. Trainees will be
exposed to a comprehensive orientation programme
plus a year's work experience in mainframe
environments at some of our leading customers," says
Lawrence.
Lawrence highlights the fact that this ambitious scheme
cannot be undertaken by a single organisation. "In order
to grow it into what we envisage – a globally
competitive mainframe skills academy – we need
support from the corporate business community and
government. We believe this is a powerful opportunity
to lend public support for the establishment of a
significant learning institution that provides opportunity
for SA's young graduates and stabilises the mainframe
enterprise environment with pipeline skills."
Lawrence confirms that a number of major corporations
in South Africa have already endorsed the initiative.
Recent research by CA Technologies shows that
mainframes are becoming lynchpins of enterprise
architectures around the world, a solid foundation in a
technology environment that is changing at bewildering
speed. The research showed that 56% of respondents
believe they will face a shortage of mainframe skills in
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Gary Lawrence, MD, CA Southern Africa
the next five years. Twenty-seven percent plan to
increase spending on mainframe resources. Therefore,
industry leading IT management products, without the
necessary skills base to support them, is an issue.
CA Technologies has a global mainframe Centre of
Excellence in Prague with a structured training
programme. CA Southern Africa will use material
developed for the global programme along with skilled
instructors who will be flown to South Africa for the
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classroom-based portions of the academy.
CA Technologies is a leading global vendor of IT
management mainframe software, which positions CA
Southern Africa exceptionally well in driving this
exciting initiative.
"Graduates from the CA Southern Africa Mainframe
Academy will also have the opportunity to pursue job
experience through the EOH job creation programme,"
Lawrence concludes.
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that needs high maintenance, the mainframe is firmly at
the strategic core of enterprise infrastructures around the
world.
"For example, a CA Technologies' survey of 623 mainframe
executives in key markets around the world highlighted the
transformation in both the function and perception of the
mainframe; the corporate backing it receives and the clear
focus on the future."

The mainframe balances stability with transformation in a
rapidly evolving enterprise infrastructure, says Andrea
Lodolo, CTO of CA Southern Africa.
CA Southern Africa will put a spotlight on mainframe in its
IT Management Symposium, taking place in Johannesburg
on 20 February.

Lodolo says where the mainframe used to dominate the
network, it now serves as the foundation for other
technological innovations. "Where it once typically
represented the bedrock of a single-vendor architecture, it
now nestles within a complex and heterogeneous
infrastructure that regularly adapts to new technologies
from multiple sources. Where it was, for a long time, the
only way to go, it now fits into a hybrid state with newer
paradigms, such as cloud computing."

"It's been said many times in the past few years, but
should be said again: the mainframe hasn't gone away. It's
actually thriving," says Lodolo.

He notes that previously, the sheer size served notice of its
clout, but says now the mainframe is routinely managed
by tiny mobile devices. "And perhaps, most importantly,
the IT environment now demands that the mainframe
specialists also have multi-disciplinary skills that allow for
easy navigation through ‘legacy' technologies, new
architectures, emerging innovations and business
priorities.

"Research reveals that among IT professionals everywhere,
the focus of the conversation around this topic now looks
forward rather than back. Instead of a legacy architecture

"Internationally renowned speakers will address
mainframe and how it is an instrument of change at CA's
IT Management Symposium," concludes Lodolo.

Andrea Lodolo, CTO, CA Southern Africa, emphases that the
mainframe balances stability with transformation in a
rapidly evolving enterprise infrastructure.
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Southern Africa manager, service assurance &
application delivery.
Greyling says IT organisations are changing their
approach to enterprise applications, from large and
monolithic to more dynamic, distributed, and
heterogeneous models. "These applications are being
implemented with a variety of technologies, including
cloud computing, services-oriented architectures (SOA),
business process management (BPM), rich Internet
applications (RIA) and enterprise service buses (ESB).
Regardless of the implementation approach, the
overriding pattern is the same – re-usable components
shared across multiple application tiers, all of which are
subject to frequent change. This translates into greater
agility and enhanced ability to respond to market needs.
Jaco Greyling, Pre-sales manager for service assurance
and application delivery, CA Southern Africa
In the lead-up to what has become regarded as SA's
major IT Management Symposium, CA Southern Africa
highlights the role of DevOps in the IT landscape.
"DevOps accelerates high-velocity development with
superior quality, enabling businesses to deliver better,
stronger, faster, applications," says Jaco Greyling, CA

"It is important for organisations and their CIOs to
understand that DevOps is more than just a set of
‘tools', it's a process and businesses need to embrace all
parts of it if they are to fully realise the benefits."
Jaco Greyling is one of the speakers at the forthcoming
CA Southern Africa IT Management Symposium, taking
place on 20 February at Vodacom World, in
Johannesburg, where his presentation will reveal what it
takes to truly embrace the DevOps movement and push
application delivery to new heights.
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Moving to adopt DevOps methodologies can deliver
significant and measurable results in as little as six
weeks, says Shridhar Mittal, GM of the CA Application
Delivery Business Unit.
"DevOps, as a methodology, is rapidly gaining traction
globally, because enterprises can simply no longer afford
to take months to get applications to market," he says.
"As enterprises become increasingly dependent on
software and applications to drive competitive
advantage, they are under pressure to deliver new
applications faster. But amid the need for speed, quality
often suffers."
Mittal explains that developers are challenged by the
demand to deliver quality applications fast in a highly
complex environment, which may include a distributed,
heterogeneous architecture and distributed teams
collaborating globally.
"Theoretically, you might want to get the new code to
market the same day. But compliance and quality control
processes may slow release to the point that it can take
six to 12 months to release. This situation is untenable,
and has informed the need for new methodologies.
Effective DevOps models can reduce this time to market
to weeks – or even days," he says.
However DevOps is neither a system to acquire nor a big
bang approach, Mittal says, adding that moving to
DevOps methodologies can be done in ‘consumable
chunks,' each of which is driven by value.

"We have developed a value release model in which you
grab the low-hanging fruit to see immediate value. Our
work with partners and customers, in addition to our own
research, has resulted in a model through which
enterprises can move towards a full DevOps methodology
in a phased manner."
The first step tackles the delays and complexity that
occurs during development, he says. "Our ‘shift left' model
uses service virtualisation to support improved engineering
and testing much earlier in the development process, so
minimising time spent in application testing. This can
speed up time to market by about 30% and reduce bugs by
up to 60%-80%," he says.
The next step entails intelligent, model-based release
automation, which also addresses the need for speed –
with a 30-40% improvement in time to market, as well as
improving quality.
Third is the automation of the testing itself. "If developers
are doing a lot of manual, performance and integration
testing, they need to look to continuous validation for
improved quality and time to market. In these complex
environments, testing is no longer an event," says Mittal.
Finally, he says, is a feedback layer in which developers
learn from production and bring a production-like
environment to play earlier in the process.
Mittal will dive down into the processes, challenges and
benefits of CA's DevOps solutions during the upcoming CA
IT Management Symposium Africa 2014.
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compliance and adherence to standards. With the
boundaries of organisations being blurred as new
requirements for enterprise application programming
interface (API) management are brought to the fore,
extending the reach of API sets outside of the organisation
need to be managed pragmatically."

Businesses are increasingly being driven to adopt mobility,
cloud and social networking, creating what can be described
as a security nightmare. CA Southern Africa will address the
security challenges facing businesses at the forthcoming CA
IT Management Symposium, taking place on 20 February.
"The ongoing evolution of Identity and Access Management
(IAM) DNA creates and refines the foundation for tactical
and strategic security objectives," says Eren Ramdhani,
solution strategist – security, CA Southern Africa.
"The proliferation of new technologies has introduced new
risks and vulnerabilities as CIOs are forced to heed the call
from business to embrace new technologies – such as social
media integration – while maintaining regulatory

Ramdhani notes that advanced persistent threats (APT)
have proven overwhelming for information security
departments as they scramble to thwart assaults that
employ advanced attack vectors. "In the knowledge
economy, attacks aiming to harvest confidential information
– often related to citizen, company and government secrets
– are on the increase. Traditional controls have proven to be
too reactive to sustainably contain the financial and
reputational damage arising from compromised systems.
"There seems to be a consensus that the traditional rigid
security approach of ‘no' lacks visibility and must be
supplanted by the approach of ‘know' where the ongoing
discovery and classification of data allows organisations to
accurately identify their business-critical assets and then
define suitable policies and user awareness around who can
access what, when and where, in the appropriate context."
Ramdhani will address these issues and other critical
security considerations in his presentation at the
forthcoming CA IT Management Symposium.
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"Technologists have to move quickly to respond to these
changes – as the perimeter moves outside of the four walls
of the enterprise," says James.
"The greatest challenge facing IT this year will be how
technologists manage the flow of information – whether
that comes in the form of apps, data or collaboration. If IT
doesn't provide business with the mechanisms to be mobile,
users will simply bypass IT, leaving that critical enterprise
information exposed on mobile devices and shared spaces
on the Internet."
James says global Internet consumption figures reveal that
more Internet traffic is now being consumed by new
platforms – iPads and smartphones – than the traditional PC.
Gareth James, Solutions strategist: mobility and cloud,
CA Southern Africa
The greatest challenge facing IT this year will be how
technologists manage the flow of information, says Gareth
James, solution strategist for mobility and cloud at CA Southern
Africa.
CA Southern Africa plans to showcase mobility in its
forthcoming IT Management Symposium, taking place in
Johannesburg on 20 February.
Gareth James, CA Southern Africa solution strategist for
mobility and cloud, says the mobility trend is being driven by
the business need for agility and speed in an attempt to
respond to demands from consumers both inside and outside
the enterprise.

"CIOs need only to take a walk through the company to see how
users are not just taking notes on tablets, but are sending
e-mails, and delivering presentations from their latest smart
device. So we have now moved from ‘It's something we will
have to deal with' to ‘we need to get this under control'."
He notes that the first step on this roadmap is the endpoint –
mobile device management. "Once we have the endpoints
inventoried, secured and managed, then we can move on to
extracting value from these devices.
"When control is regained, the next logical steps must address:
mobile apps and content. The bottom line is we stand to gain
tremendous business agility from these devices."
James will elaborate on these concepts in his presentation at
the upcoming symposium.
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service and use it as needed, without having to buy or
install it. Now, virtually everything is being evaluated for
delivery as a service."
Rasmussen points out that platforms such as Facebook
and Twitter are essentially software as a service (SaaS)
offerings, although users may not see them as such.
Consumer-style applications and services such as these
are changing the game for the IT department, he says.
Business sees the ease with which useful applications
and services can be obtained in the consumer market,
and expects similar service from the IT department.

Bjarne Rasmussen, Head of pre-sales, CTO & SVP, EMEA
The role of the CIO is changing dramatically, as software
procurement and consumption models evolve.
This is according to Bjarne Rasmussen, CTO, SVP and
head of pre-sales at CA Technologies, EMEA.
Rasmussen says the CIO is increasingly playing the role
of solution broker, with inevitable changes to come in the
CIO's job title and required skills.
"We are seeing a transformation in the market in the way
in which software is being consumed," says Rasmussen.
"The old way was that you buy it, run it and maintain it.
Now – and increasingly in future – you will subscribe to a

"We see it in many places where business units engage
directly to consume many services. So if the CIO cannot,
or will not, supply the software and services business
wants, business will get it themselves," he says. This, he
notes, presents a range of governance, risk and
compliance challenges.
Rasmussen says this changing environment will impact
on IT jobs, as with changes in any industry. He envisages
the role of the CIO moving to one focused on finding the
right portfolio of services to meet the enterprise's needs.
"The CIO will have to assess the business needs, analyse
the costs and benefits of solutions as a service vs on-site
solutions, procure the appropriate solutions, and manage
this hybrid environment, building excellence around it."
Rasmussen will discuss this changing IT environment
and service delivery models at the upcoming CA IT
Management Symposium Africa.
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By Tracy Burrows, ITWeb contributor
Johannesburg, 23 Jan 2014
"The world is now shifting and new forces impacting
significantly on IT are trends such as mobility, social media,
big data and the open enterprise," says Ferron. "Once you take
a holistic view of what is happening in the environment, it
becomes apparent that the way we set up IT today doesn't
scale to the needs of tomorrow."
Ferron says IT industry leaders and forward-thinking
enterprises are discovering that only single sign-on or
enterprise lockdowns are not the answer. "Now, IT security
needs to be based on a parameter-driven decision engine that
changes the rules in line with various factors. For example, if a
CFO needs access to the stock exchange SharePoint files, you
may want him to be able to access them from the office or
his company laptop at home, but not from a public kiosk at
an airport in China. Therefore, you need real-time intelligent
access decision-making."
With intelligent access management, he says, the task of
determining the rules for access can move to management,
the role of IT is simplified, and certain cost efficiencies can
emerge as enterprises slowly see less need for myriad,
complex security solutions.

Paul Ferron, Director: security solutions EMEA,
CA Technologies
A wave of new technology trends has added a great deal of
complexity to the task of securing the enterprise, sparking the
need for intelligent, granular security.
So says Paul Ferron, director of Security Solutions EMEA at CA
Technologies.

"At CA Technologies, we observed a need for simplified, more
effective security management early, and launched CA
CloudMinder last year, to provide identity management,
advanced authentication and federated single sign-on to
cloud and on-premise applications. Now, we are seeing both
major vendors and start-ups focusing on this class of service."
Ferron will discuss the new security challenges, the need for
a holistic approach to IT security, and the CA CloudMinder
system at the upcoming CA IT Management Symposium
Africa 2014. He will also outline use cases and elaborate on
major clients who have implemented CA CloudMinder.
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By Tracy Burrows, ITWeb contributor
Johannesburg, 10 Jan 2014
indicates customer-facing mobile initiatives are businesscritical and need to be addressed with the same sense of
urgency as internal efforts.
"People aren't truly embracing the enterprise workforce yet,"
says Rae. "They tend to think that secure VPN access to a
powerful laptop, or e-mail and calendar access on a mobile
phone is true mobility. But it's not.

BYOD is no longer the main enterprise mobility challenge –
now, it's all about applications, says Chris Rae, VP for mobility
solutions at CA Technologies.
"Many people are still focusing on the bring your own device
(BYOD) challenge," says Rae. "But the reality is that BYOD is
almost yesterday's news. Our recent research shows that the
focus is increasingly on the apps. It's not so much about
managing the device, and more about getting the apps under
control."
The research, commissioned by CA Technologies and carried
out by Vanson Bourne late last year, polled over 1 300 senior
IT professionals worldwide. It concluded that successful
enterprise mobility deployment goes beyond supporting
BYOD, and requires specific strategies targeted at balanced
servicing of customer, IT and employee needs.
The study found that while the benefits of mobility are well
understood, concerns over security and privacy, multiple
platform support, budget constraints and lack of appropriately
skilled personnel are seen as the biggest obstacles to mobility
adoption. The report also revealed that external customer
initiatives, like secure application management, are now
outpacing internal BYOD projects on IT priority lists. It

"True mobility is about delivering secure and reliable access to
back-office systems to support processes across the
enterprise." Rae explains that delivering this kind of
functionality may come with challenges, but is now
achievable. "It's about atomisation of traditional processes,"
he explains. "It means redeveloping access to back-office
processes so that a very simple app on a mobile device still
enables you to do your job."
Led by consumer applications in which users have access to
simple apps that perform a limited number of functions
exceptionally well, the enterprise is moving to develop apps
offering simple functionality that may enable just a few
processes required by each individual to enable them to do
their job, says Rae. "You don't need to replicate the entire
back-office system on mobile. In most cases, the user requires
access to limited functionality in the back-office system."
Rae says this change in approach will see IT departments
developing more mobile apps and releasing updates more
regularly. "Enterprises are taking a piecemeal approach to this
at the moment," he says, "but this growing trend presents
opportunities to consulting houses and systems integrators."
Rae will deliver a keynote talk on CA Technologies' Mobility
Vision at the upcoming CA IT Management Africa
Symposium, in Johannesburg.
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Both customers and employees are embracing disruptive
technologies faster than businesses, says John Michelsen,
CTO of CA Technologies.
CA Technologies CTO, John Michelsen, says in 2014, IT will
drive stronger engagement models between business and
the services it delivers.
USA-based Michelsen will be visiting South Africa in
February, when he will be one of the keynote speakers at
CA Southern Africa's IT Management Symposium.
"CIOs are getting more comfortable giving up control,
while providing an end-to-end service delivery model,
tying in all the required elements and technologies to
create an integrated user experience. By focusing on
delivering systems of engagement through mobility and
relying more confidently on application performance
management, IT is now moving more strongly into the role
of a trusted advisor and service broker in this brave new
world of dynamic IT," he says.
Michelsen predicts IT organisations will see the following
in 2014:
1. A mounting skills crisis: While organisations were
quick to adopt and invest in social, mobile and cloud
technologies, the unprecedented rise of these technologies
unleashed tremendous disruption in the enterprise.
However, to truly unleash the business benefits promised
by these powerful assets, a dramatic shift in the culture
and skills base within the enterprise is required.

Big data demands a new breed of data scientists, and
advancements in mobility, social, and sensing technologies
rely on resetting the design and architecture of applications
and user interfaces. These are highly specialised skills
currently lacking and impossible to recruit completely
within any one organisation.
Experts believe that nearly all of the 30 fastest-growing
occupations in the next decade will demand workers skilled
in science, technology, engineering and math (STEM). But
the supply of these highly skilled workers is not growing fast
enough to meet the demand. One study* predicts that by
2018 in the US alone there will be three million fewer
workers with college technical degrees than needed by
enterprises. By investing in tailored programmes for
different age groups and grade levels, and creating
opportunities for youth to excel in STEM, a new generation
of innovators and leaders will be created.
The companies that take a proactive approach to
understanding and managing this skill shortage – by
embracing an open approach to community-based
development in the short term and investing in technical
education in the long term – will emerge as winners.
2. IT gains an "APPetite" and fuels the API economy:
Widespread adoption of cloud computing, mobility and
other technical advances have driven fundamental changes
in how applications are created and deployed.
No longer monolithic and hosted on a single platform,
applications can now be rapidly assembled from in-house
and/or provider-built components which reside
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independently, either on-premises (on any hardware
platform), in a cloud, or both. In such an environment, the
CIOs that move up the value chain to focus more on
managing apps and services will increase their company's
ability to drive business success.
More than ever before, IT is primed to become application
assemblers and brokers of business services. As SaaS, PaaS
and IaaS provide turnkey access to compute capacity, IT will
increasingly focus on composite business applications –
rather than a buy-build-manage model – to achieve new
levels of speed, innovation, performance and cost/risk
efficiencies. To successfully make this transition, CIOs will
need to increase their leverage of services-oriented style
architectures through more efficient use and better control
of APIs (application performance interfaces).
3. Rise of experience-centric everything: Both customers
and employees are embracing disruptive technologies faster
than businesses. Organisations today are no longer in
control of their brands.
Today, IT services are all about the consumer. This is driving
dramatic changes in how applications are developed, which
will lead to a rise in experience-driven design and, in turn,
necessitate DevOps-style development, a method of
developing software where developers and IT operations
professionals work together to speed up the delivery of new
business services.
There will be increased use of sensing technologies
available in most modern mobile and wearable devices.
"Mobile First" development will give way to "Experience
First" multi-channel approaches that will leverage
smartphones, tablets, smart TVs, gaming consoles, laptops,
or any other platform that a consumer is likely to be using
when they want a product or need a service.
The management of mobile/social IT will become less about
managing and securing the devices themselves, and more
about managing and securing the mobile applications and
mobile data, all while delivering a compelling and engaging
user experience.
4. Demand for accelerated delivery: We now have a new
generation of self-informed consumers who are very
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comfortable sharing experiences and information via social
media. Consumer and employee demand for more engaging
experiences will continue to increase at a dramatic pace as
they become more comfortable with experience-driven,
multi-channel applications and technologies such as
sensing. Barriers to entry have been removed – competition
has gone from nowhere to everywhere overnight.
In this reality, social, mobility, cloud and DevOps are
becoming one movement. These evolved experiences will
drive a need for the same level of agility from every
business. This fuels the DevOps movement that necessitates
the reconstitution of traditional frameworks like ITIL
(Information Technology Infrastructure Library), and extracts
their most valuable concepts and adjusts them for modern,
agile development.
5. Security tops the IT and business agenda: Mobility,
social, DevOps and cloud adoption have effectively opened
the enterprise and invited new business risk into today's
workplace. The rapidly expanding and collaborative open
enterprise diminishes IT control and requires the CIO and
CSO to find the delicate balance of enabling and protecting
the business.
Ensuring that security is convenient – simple, yet automated
on the back-end – for users is one way to ensure productivity
and business enablement. Coupled with a "predict, prevent,
and prepare" for a possible breach approach, IT will gain a
good start on balancing business enablement with business
protection.
Runner-up: cloud is a given. The buzz of "the cloud" dims
significantly in 2014 as people realise it's just the way of
doing business. In fact, cloud is now the key enabler for
other disruptive technologies like social and mobility.
Though cloud computing has become mainstream, many
businesses are still in the early stages of adoption. These
businesses will also be affected by the mounting skills crisis,
which could lead to wider adoption of service-provider
hosted public and private clouds.
* Recovery: Projections of Jobs and Education Requirements
through 2020, Georgetown University, Center on Education
and the Workforce, June 2013.
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BOOTH NUMBER: 1
Enable-U
+ Strategies for securing API’s
+ Publish your API’s in an easy but controlled way
+ Governance over digital information flows
+ Identity management, authentication and authorization
over API’s
Enable-U is CA’s premier partner for all Layer7 products:
www.layer7tech.com/products/products-overview
BOOTH NUMBER: 2
Project and Portfolio Management
+ Dynamic ‘what if’ and change impact analysis.
+ Improved forecasting
+ Ensures you have the skills and people to meet demand.
+ Role-based views and reporting
+ Works the way you work
+ World class user experience.
Features:
CA Clarity PPM
BOOTH NUMBER: 3
IT Asset Management
+ Plan your software licensing needs
+ Optimize your cost structure and reallocate
underutilized assets
+ Avoid fines and penalties from software audits
+ Control IT spending, enable regulatory and policy
compliance and improve service delivery
Features:
CA Asset Portfolio Manager, CA Software Asset Manager
BOOTH NUMBER: 4
SaaS Service Desk
+ Manage productivity, not tickets
+ True multi-tenancy with full failover and data
redundancy.
+ Eliminate upgrades

+ Drive process efficiencies with pre-defined role-based
workflows
Features:
CA Nimsoft Service Desk
BOOTH NUMBER: 5
Business Service SLA Management
+ Align service performance with your vendors and
customers.
+ Enhance performance of contractual service level
agreements
+ Understand the impact of operational performance on
your contractual obligations
Features: CA Business Service Insight
BOOTH NUMBER: 6
Nclose
SECURITY SOLUTIONS PROVIDER
+ Identity is the new perimeter
+ Let security enable your business
+ Simplified logical access control
+ Real world benefits of federated identification
+ Benefits and not challenges of mobility (BYOD)
Features:
Identity Management and Access Governance, Multi-factor
Authentication, Security Awareness Campaign, Mobile
Device Management (MDM)
BOOTH NUMBER: 7
Identity Management
+ User provisioning and deprovisioning
+ User self-service
+ Workflow and reporting
+ Mobile app
+ Broad range of application support
Features:
IdentityMinder
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BOOTH NUMBER: 8
Privileged User Management
+ Shared Account Management
(Privileged User Password Management)
+ Fine-grained access controls
+ UNIX authentication bridging
+ User activity reporting
Features: CA ControlMinder
BOOTH NUMBER: 9
Identity and Role Governance
+ Privilege cleanup
+ Entitlements certification
+ Powerful role analytics
+ Role discovery, role modeling and mining
+ Audit reports and dashboards
+ Ensuring Segregation of Duties is maintained
Features: CA GovernanceMinder
BOOTH NUMBER: 10
DevOps
+ Service Virtualization for Development, Testing and
Performance
+ Cloud Development Environments
+ Automation and Production Data Mining
+ New Tools for Agile DevOps
Features: CA LISA Service Virtualization 7.1,
CA LISA Release Automation 4.6
BOOTH NUMBER: 11
Application Performance Monitoring
+ Built-In Advanced Statistical Modeling Engine
+ Manage End-User Experience with SaaS
+ Last-Mile Visibility to Track Browser Performance
+ Delivering Improved Reporting, Monitoring and Triage
Workflows
+ Using Mobile Platform to Measure the Pulse of Business
Features: CA Application Performance Management 9.5,
CA Web Performance Manager, Executive Insight 2.1
BOOTH NUMBER: 12
Infrastructure Management
+ Speed up proactive triage and remediation.
+ Shift operations costs to innovation.
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+ Achieve massive scalability and accelerated
time-to-market.
Features: CA Infrastructure Management 2.0
BOOTH NUMBER: 13
ISACA
ISACA South Africa is pleased to be represented at the CA IT
Management Symposium.
Visit us at the ISACA booth and find out:
+ Who we are
+ What benefits we provide to our members
+ The benefits of ISACA Certifications
• Certified Information Systems Auditor (CISA)
• Certified Information Security Manager (CISM)
• Certified in Risk and Information Systems Control (CRISC)
• Certified in the Governance of Enterprise IT (CGEIT)
+ The COBIT 5 business framework for the governance
and management of enterprise IT
BOOTH NUMBER: 14
Blue Turtle Technologies
NETWORK VIRTUALIZATION FOR PERFORMANCE TESTING
+ Incorporate real-world network conditions for
performance testing.
+ WAN/LAN/Satellite/Mobile Network Virtualization
+ Improve Application Performance by 70% in 15 days
+ Speed time to deployment by 40%
+ Eliminate over 25% post production remediation
+ ROI in 90 days
Features: Shunra Network Virtualization
BOOTH NUMBER: 15
Infoblox
SECURING YOUR CRITICAL DNS SERVICES
+ Organisations can’t function without fast and accurate
DNS for both incoming and outgoing traffic
+ DNS attacks have increased dramatically in the past
two years
+ Infobox provides a unique approach to protecting critical
DNS services
+ Infoblox can deliver protection that is stronger, more
intelligent and comprehensive than separate external
security solutions
Learn how Infoblox provides:

+ Unique detection and mitigation
+ Centralised visibility
+ Ongoing protection
BOOTH NUMBER: 16
Infrastructure Management
+ Visibility into issues affecting services
+ Consolidate & Visualize your most important information
+ Targeted views
+ Holistic view of the entire environment with drill down
+ Rapid identification of affected clients, users, &
business units
Features: CA Nimsoft Monitor
BOOTH NUMBER: 17
Pink Elephant
EDUCATION AND CONSULTING
+ IT Service Management
+ COBIT
+ SDI Service Desk Institute
+ PRINCE2 Project Management
+ Agile Project Management
+ ISO/IEC 20000 and ISO 27002
ITSM SERVICE DESK SUPPORT SOLUTIONS
+ Placements
+ Resources
+ Managed Service Desks
ITSM SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS
+ Cherwell Software
+ Servicenow
BOMGAR
+ Secure Remote Desktop Control
CLAIMS2020
+ Next generation claims management Express Metrix
EXPRESS METRIX
+ Software Asset Management tool
BOOTH NUMBER: 18
Managing Mobility
+ Scalable Provisioning, and Management of
Mobile devices
+ Secure mobile workflows and effective distribution
of apps
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+ Gain real-time insight into mobile device status & usage,
along with automated device enrolment
Features:
CA Mobile Device Management, MDM, MEM, MCM, MAM
BOOTH NUMBER: 19
Samsung
ENTERPRISE MOBILITY
+ Horizontal and vertical mobile solutions
+ Secure and Managed Mobile devices
+ KNOX – Secure Android for the Enterprise
+ #1 Smartphone vendor globally
+ Education solutions
Features:
Samsung Enterprise mobile solutions
BOOTH NUMBER: 20
CA Education
TRAINING OPTIONS:
+ Classroom instructor led training
+ Virtual Learning
+ Web Based Training
BUSINESS TOOLS:
+ Learning Paths
+ Industry-Recognised Accreditations and Certification
INDUSTRY BEST PRACTICES TRAINING COURSES:
+ In addition to product training, CA Education offers
industry training for the following areas:
+ ITIL® Training
+ Cloud Essentials Training
+ Agile and Scrum Training
BOOTH NUMBER: 21
CA Services
+ More CA Technologies Experts & Experience with
more customers
+ Proven, repeatable methodology designed for
CA Technologies
+ Services that enable success at every stage of your
CA Technology lifecycle
Features:
No one knows how to get the most out of your CA
Technologies better than CA Services
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Blue Turtle Technologies
BOOTH: 14

http://www.blueturtle.co.za
Blue Turtle Technologies provides innovative, cost effective,
compelling solutions to optimize enhance and leverage
existing IT investment to our customers. Our offerings are
backed by ‘best-practice’ implementation services and ‘bestin-class’ software from leading global and local providers.
Contact person: Tommy Erlank
Contact number: + 27 11 206 5600
Email: info@blueturtle.co.za
Website address: www.blueturtle.co.za

Enable-U
BOOTH: 1

http://www.enabl
Enable-U is an innovative company which, using their
knowledge and software, gives visibility and control of
complex software functions (services) over different
software systems. This enables organizations to quickly and
easily develop new software systems using existing
software systems. Enable-U also offers control on created
digital information flows, both within and between
organizations. With the arrival of Cloud and mobile apps,
more information flows will grow and therefore the
dependencies between systems will increasing and its
complexity. Since 2006 Enable-U helps more than a
hundred organizations at home and abroad to obtain greater
insight of interdependencies, lifecycle management of
software functions (services), security of the use of services

and data, and effective management of Service Level
Agreements.
Contact person: Koen Matthijssen
Contact number: +27 76 731 8210
Email: koen.matthijssen@enable-u.co.za
Website address: www.enable-u.eu

EOH
COFFEE BAR

http://ww
EOH is a leader in the provision of technology and business
solutions, with a staff compliment of over 6 000, a good
brand, strong reputation for delivery and a very healthy
financial standing. As the largest implementer of enterprise
solutions in South Africa and the top overall IT provider
in the region, EOH is unmatched for its wide range of
end-to-end solutions.
Contact person: Brian Gubbins
Contact number: + 27 11 607 8271
Email: info@eoh.co.za
Website address: www.eoh.co.za

Infoblox
BOOTH: 15

http://www.infob
Infoblox delivers essential technology that helps customers
control their networks. Infoblox solutions help over 6,900
enterprises and service providers in 25 countries make their
networks more available, secure and automated.
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Contact person: Louis du Toit
Contact number: +27 82 385 6111
Email: ldutoit@infoblox.com
Website address: www.infoblox.com

ISACA
BOOTH: 13

http://w

Pink Elephant
BOOTH: 17

http://w
Pink Elephant is the leading global supplier of IT
Management Education, Consulting and ITSM Service Desk
Support Solutions. Complementary software solutions and
refreshing technologies underpinned by practical expertise
assist our customers in transforming IT Services.

ISACA is a leading global provider of knowledge and
certifications for IT governance, risk, compliance, security
and assurance. ISACA developed COBIT, and administers the
CISA, CISM, CGEIT and CRISC designations.

Contact person: Bronwyn Strydom
Contact number: +27 11 656 0020
Email: info.africa@pinkelephant.co.za
Website address: www.pinkelephant.co.za

Contact person: Nadine Schreiber
Contact number: +27 11 236 8616
Email: admin@isaca.org.za
Website address: www.isaca.org.za

Samsung
BOOTH: 19

Nclose
BOOTH: 6

http://w
Nclose is an innovative and progressive player in the IT
security industry and offer a carefully selected range of
world-class security focused solutions and services. Serving
a national customer base that spans all major industry
sectors.
Contact person: Stephen Osler
Contact number: 0860 625 673
Email: stephen@nclose.com
Website address: www.nclose.com
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http://www.s
amsung.com/
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. is a global leader in
technology, opening new possibilities for people everywhere.
Through relentless innovation and discovery, we are
transforming the worlds of televisions, smartphones,
personal computers, printers, cameras, home appliances,
LTE systems, medical devices, semiconductors and LED
solutions. We employ 270,000 people across 79 countries
with annual sales of US$187.8 billion.
Contact person: Paulo Ferreira
Contact number: +27 11 549 1500
Email: Paulo.fe@samsung.com
Website address: www.samsung.com
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Andrew Meyer
Principal security consultant, Nclose

Andrew is an Information Security consultant heading up the consulting busines

Andrew has 13 years' experience in Security, he 'cut his teeth' working at Deutsch
HSH Nordbank in London as a Security Professional and IT Security Officer respec

Andrew has broad-based knowledge within the Security field and has been a sen
of a number of Security Technology implementations, most recently an enterpris
implementation.

His most recent role prior to Nclose was that of Information Security Officer at T
schini Group).

His certifications include, Prince2 Practitioner, ITIL V3 Foundation, CISSP and CIS
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Andy Podrenek
Channel: Southern Africa and Africa, CA Southern Africa

Andy Podrenek is a seasoned IT professional with a wealth of knowledge and do
ence in both service and data management. He has been at CA for 7 years and c
holds the position of Channel Manager, CA Southern Africa and is responsible for
cruitment and enablement as well as the end user experience.
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Bjarne Rasmussen
Head of pre-sales, CTO & SVP, EMEA

Bjarne and the CTO team work with CA Technologies’ largest customers to ensur
technology and solution strategy maps to the customer’s needs. The pre-sales te
solutions based on customers business and technical requirements.

Bjarne joined CA Technologies in 1999 and have been holding technical, services
tion sales leadership positions in the Nordic, Middle East & Africa and since 200
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Burt Klein
Technology executive, CA Technologies

Burt Klein is a technology executive with extensive experience in all aspects of the softwar
development life cycle. Most recently, Klein was the executive responsible for performance
engineering and validation for the Global Consumer & Small Business Banking at Bank of
America. Prior to this role, he held other leadership positions, including eCommerce Functional Testing executive, Shared Services executive, Bank of Future innovation, Operational
Readiness senior manager, and a role in the Strategic Technology Group.

He possesses vast knowledge in the areas of performance and resiliency validation, autom
tion and productivity effectiveness, environments management and support, data, softwar
configuration management and process definition.

Prior to joining Bank of America in 1997, Klein ran a boutique consulting firm for 10 years
that focused on database administration, systems programming, application integration a
system conversions.

Klein has a bachelor degree in business administration, majoring in management information systems and accounting, as well as minors in computer science and mathematics. He
also Six Sigma Green Belt certified.
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Carl Lloyd
Business lead, service assurance, CA Technologies

Carl has over 20 years of experience in the IT management market, focused in th
network and systems management, application performance management and
surance. Having previously held positions in technical sales, product marketing a
development he joined CA Technologies in 2005 and is currently responsible for
assurance business in the EMEA Eastern & Africa region. Carl has also spend tim
Asia Pacific and is a regular presenter at user forums and industry events. He is b
UK.
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Chris Rae
VP: mobility solutions, CA Technologies

Chris Rae has been working in IT for over 20 years. He began his career as a lectu
frame PL1 programming techniques. After two years, he moved into sales of ma
tions, where he first had exposure to virtualisation. Over the length of his career,
gained experience in many diverse areas such as mainframe systems managem
distributed systems availability technology, and SAP support solutions. During h
BMC, he promoted the BSM proposition, particularly with regard to change and c
management as it applied to virtualisation. Now as VP of mobility solutions with
has been at the forefront of CA’s move towards the world of the mobile workforc
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Chris Rowett
Technical sales director for service virtualisation, CA Technologies EMEA

Chris Rowett as technical sales director for service virtualisation in Europe, Middle E
Africa, Chris Rowett is responsible for driving the adoption of a truly transformative
proach to delivering high quality applications faster, yet cheaper. Rowett leverages h
years in the software industry to help enterprises and partners with this new appro

Before joining CA Technologies in January 2012, Rowett held management position
technical sales and professional services for application, middleware and database
nies at companies such as IBM, OpenPages, Cape Clear and Sonic. With this experie
has an excellent understanding of the challenges faced by blue-chip companies tod
they try to deliver more capability, more rapidly, at higher quality and with less cos

Based in the UK, Rowett is a native of England and received a bachelor's degree in c
science from the University of Kent.
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Darren Horne
Managing director Europe, Layer 7 Technologies

Darren Horne has spent over 25 years in the technology sector with the last 15 y
ing on integration, security, and edge technologies. He has spent the last 10 yea
Technologies, which was purchased by CA Technologies in June, 2013, working w
ers on mobile, cloud and SOA initiatives.
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Driaan Odendaal
Business lead, service assurance, CA Technologies

Driaan Odendaal is a senior presales consultant and solutions architect in the da
ment business of CA Southern Africa. He has been in the IT industry for the last
seven of them in a systems administrator role. He is well versed in the discipline
management, and brings with him the unique combination of technical underst
tectural design and implementation, as well as the end-user experience.
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Eren Ramdhani
Solutions strategist: security, CA Southern Africa

Eren Ramdhani has spent the last 14 years in the financial services industry, wo
dominantly in information security. The major area of focus has been identity an
management (IAM), services-oriented architectures and cloud computing. He ha
intimately involved with information security assessments and evaluations for n
isting financial services products, together with integration activities as part of v
ers and acquisitions. He has a wealth of experience and knowledge around finan
and products, business analysis, project management and security architecture d
Ramdhani is currently with CA Southern Africa, which is a part the local EOH Gro
sults to organisations around their IAM, privileged user management, data loss p
and advanced authentication objectives.
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Gareth James
Solutions strategist: mobility and cloud, CA Southern Africa

Gareth James is actively involved in numerous facets of Virtualization and Cloud
He read an honours degree in Electronic Engineering, and followed this up with a
formation Technology certifications. He spent 10 years working in the City of Lon
returning to South Africa where he is now based. In 2010 he wrote a book on De
alization which was published by Syngress in the United States. Gareth has been
blogger and is the group owner of the largest South African IT related LinkedIn G
alization and Cloud Computing in South Africa”.
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Gary Lawrence
MD, CA Southern Africa

Gary Lawrence is a 20 year veteran of the SA IT industry, having led Internationa
vendors CA, Business Objects and Baan’s operations in sub Saharan Africa as we
the founder of local company Softworx. He is currently the managing director of
Africa.
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Hila Meller
Head of Security Strategy EMEA, CA Technologies

Hila Meller leads the strategy efforts in EMEA for the Security business at CA Tec
Meller is responsible for ensuring the company’s products, services, cloud offerin
nerships help customers deliver online business in a secure manner, and also ad
ture business needs. She joined CA Technologies in 2008, as part of the Eurekify
where she acted as the VP sales EMEA. Prior to that, she worked for several year
Information Security in different executive roles among them- ERP Department
and VP of Products and Services. She brings unique international experience in t
and Risk Management space. She has a bachelor degree in Mathematics and Com
ence, and a Master in Business Administration.
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Jaco Greyling

Pre-sales manager for service assurance and application delivery, CA Southern Afri

Jaco Greyling, pre-sales manager for service assurance and application delivery, CA Sout
Africa has more than 10 years experience in building complex infrastructure solutions.

Greyling joined UBS in 2000 where he helped to build the first e-commerce web infrastr
ture for UBS in partnership with Digital Island. In 2002 he joined the Middleware Techno
Services’ Distributed Infrastructure Solutions team responsible for over 500 web servers
globally.

In 2005, Greyling joined Equities IT in developing various infrastructure solutions also fo
ing part of the SSENG design team responsible for the infrastructure architecture and th
joined CA Southern Africa in 2010 as solution architect specialising in Application Perfor
ance Monitoring (APM) solutions.

Greyling is currently studying for a BA in Health Science and Social Services from the Un
sity of South Africa.
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Maddalena Tosoni
Principal Engineering Services Architect at CA Technologies MSC

Maddalena joined CA in 2010 as a Senior Engineer in the Mainframe Service Cen
role, she is responsible for a number of Systems products in EMEA and the Choru
specifically. She frequently works on site with clients, and she is also a frequent
internal and external CA events. Maddalena started her career in 1989 with IBM
an intensive training period she worked as an Information Technology Specialist
various assignments (MVS Software Support Center, Trainer, co-author of 2 red-b

She then moved to an SE role and worked with many of the large IBM Mainfram
in EMEA. Maddalena has hands-on experience with many IBM products and prod
other ISV’s. After leaving IBM in 2001, she worked as a Mainframe specialist on
frame projects with Deutsche Boerse (German Stock Exchange) and as a z/OS co
ECS Group.
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Martin de Lange
IT service management architect, RMB

Martin de Lange has 20 years of broad-based experience in Information Technol
which 13 at Investment Banks. During the past 3 years, Martin and his team arc
built and implemented RMB's service model. The model enabled transparency, S
ability and Continual Service Improvement. In turn, this resulted in increased effi
effectiveness in the use of technology infrastructure and people.
Martin holds two degrees in Computer Science and is TOGAF and ITIL certified.
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Michael Zinda
CA Technologies, senior VP: mainframe solution center
A 30-year veteran of the IT industry, Michael Zinda is a senior VP and leads CA’s Mainframe
Solution Center (MSC). In this position, he is chiefly responsible for assuring overall client
success in all aspects of CA’s technologies, with a particular focus on CA’s mainframe solutions portfolio. He frequently meets with CA clients’ C-level executives to understand their
most pressing IT challenges, and drives CA’s mainframe strategy to help address them.
Zinda develops and executes strategic projects such as the Mainframe Software Rationalization Program (MSRP), which has been a critical component of the growth of CA’s mainframe
business. He also manages a team of industry-leading experts within the MSC, who are dedicated to driving client adoption and success with new technology such as Chorus, Mainframe Software Manager, Cross-Enterprise Application Performance Management, and AppLogic and other Linux on System z initiatives.
Zinda also plays a key role in identifying gaps in CA’s technical portfolio and developing
strategies to address them via acquisitions or partnerships. His MSC team has performed
technical due diligence on many potential M&A targets and partnerships.
Before joining the leadership of the Mainframe Business Unit, Zinda was senior VP of development operations, where he was responsible for planning and building CA’s R&D facility in
Hyderabad, India, along with the Mainframe Center of Excellence in the Czech Republic.
Zinda has also held several other senior management positions since joining CA in 1984, including positions in the development, technical sales and services organisations.
Zinda’s overall vision and his commitment to client success, along with maintaining a culture of excellence, have made him an important contributor to CA’s overall business performance.

Patrick Price
Principal consultant, CA Southern Africa

Patrick Price has over 30 years of experience in the information technology field
of technical roles. Patrick has worked for large national and international compa
South Africa as well as in England and the US. He is currently responsible for pre
CA Service Management at CA Southern Africa. He is also a certified ITIL V2 Man
as an ITIL V3 Expert and is currently working on a number of service manageme
that encompass most of the ITIL disciplines. Some of these projects include a Sa
Service Desk offering, projects focussed on IT asset management, Service Level M
ment initiatives, and developing a focus towards user requisition enablement us
ice Catalog. All of this with a purpose to assist customers in aligning to the new
ments coming out of ITIL V3.
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Paul Ferron
Director: security solutions EMEA, CA Technologies

Paul Ferron has more than 15 years of experience in assisting companies adopt
security management approach that revolves around business risk. He is the aut
eral publications and an engaging speaker at information security events. In his
tor: security solutions for CA Technologies he helps customers ‘Enable Business,
focusing on true information security. By innovating how identity and access ma
supports new business initiatives, he guides some of the biggest companies in a
nected world. Besides this, Ferron is an active member of the Cloud Security Allia
and other platforms that enable the exchange of ideas.
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Peter Lindsay
Business unit manager, CA Southern Africa

Peter Lindsay has held several business unit leadership positions in IT sales and
businesses. He holds a Masters Diploma in Technology, Electrical Engineering (li
and has completed his second year (cum laude) of a Bachelor of Commerce. He
his career in IT back in 1980 in data communications and held various technical
fore becoming an IT advisor, responsible for providing IT infrastructure ‘blue-prin
large utility. He then joined an IT vendor and has held various positions, includin
unit manager, general manager, delivery director, consulting manager, regional s
ager, and operations manager.
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Shridhar Mittal
General manager of Application Delivery at CA Technologies
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Shridhara Bhat

Director Projects: Heading the Technology CoE for Europe, Cognizant Technolog
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Tom Juhl
Principal architect & advisor, CA Technologies

Tom is now a member of the worldwide Mainframe Solutions Unit at CA technol
has previously served several roles in the CA Mainframe pre-sales team in Europ
managing the Mainframe Competency Centers in Europe to supply specialist kno
across the key mainframe management product portfolios to all the European re
sales teams.

Tom joined CA in 1999 as a Mainframe IT veteran with now 30+ years of industr
ence. He held various positions in IT organizations across Europe throughout his
has specifically focused on operations management areas and associated discip
Tom received his IT exam at Odense Teknikum, Denmark in 1979.
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Ugan Naidoo
MD security, CA Southern Africa

Ugan Naidoo currently heads up the security business unit for CA Southern Africa
over 14 years of experience in the IT Industry and has led a number of large-sca
value projects and has specialist knowledge in the areas of information security,
access management and enterprise architecture.

Prior to joining CA, Naidoo has been employed in key positions at the following c
Fujitsu; PricewaterhouseCoopers and Eskom. A professional engineer, Naidoo hol
ours degree in engineering and a masters degree in business administration.
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